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Powerpoint on virtual classroom rules and procedures
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advertisements. By continuing to browse the site, you agree to be used by commenters on the portal. For details, please refer to our Privacy Policy and user agreement. 1 Ms. Williams's Classroom Rules &amp; Procedures 2 Classroom Rules 3 Classroom Rules Respect yourself and others As I treat you with respect, I expect you to treat
yourself, your classmate, all guests and me with respect. Get ready for class Every day you need to take with you a pencil, a book and paper for notebooks. Be in class for a while You have three minutes between classes. If you're late, you'll need a pass from another teacher or office to be excused. 4 Lesson procedures 5 Entrance to
classroomenter quietly After entering the room do not leave the room without permission Go directly to your place The first person to the room forwards the warming folders, the second person forwards the INS numbers. They will be placed on racks under the windows. 6 Warm up sit quietly and warm up. It will be on the board. Work
quietly and independently. Complete each part of the warm-up. Keep your questions up until the warm-up discussion 7 Arriving Late Enter silently Start attending hold classes for a belated slip and the teacher will get it from you when there is a break in the lesson Do not interrupt 8 When the teacher wants his attention and SilenceWatch
for the signal; Teacher raising your hand Stop what you are doing and calmly raise your hand. Stay quiet. Listen all the time. 9 Class Discussions Please Attend Wait for SummonedBe Patient and Don't Interrupt No Blurt I Want to Hear What You Have to Say Do All Questions and Comments Relevant to Current Discussion 10
Collaboration Learning GroupsUse Only Responsible TALK 11 RESPONSIBLE TALK Make Call Questions/WondersIt reminds me... Questions / Wonders I wonder why ... Listen to others I see what you say... Add to what others say: What you said made me think... 12 More accountable Talk Use LOTS (Standard Language)Sound levels
are appropriate inwards. Each person speaks one at a time. Every person in the group contributes. Everyone works to help each other. 13 Work independently work silently on independent tasksNo attempt to conduct discussions in the time allotted to work independently Be patient if you need help and wisely use the waiting time 14
Getting the attention of the teacherInvite your hand Be patient and do not interrupt the wait to be confirmed 15 Completion of the assigned work before the call to work is Work on unfinished scientific tasks in IAN Start your homework today -OR Read Navigating the room Do not interruptthe sitting seat, unless you have permission to raise
your hand and wait for confirmation. If the pencil needs to be sharpened, hold it in the air and wait for permission to go for sharpening. If you need tissue, go quietly and get the tissue. If you want to blow up your nose, leave the room. Please keep all the garbage at your desk, you can throw it away on the way to the door. 17 Leaving in an
emergencyIf an alarm or evacuation message is ringing, sit quietly at your desk, POZ POZ WILL REMAIN CALM! Panic creates chaos The teacher will give you tips after determining the type of emergency FOLLOW THE TEACHER'S INSTRUCTIONS 18 Enabling in TasksKeep filled out tasks until I let you know what to do with it Pass
me someone will collect it Put it in the trash on the library If you do not have a task, fill out the personal responsibility form. 19 Collecting Make Up WorkGo for Makeup Case (on the bookcase next to the door) Collect your makeup work from the folder for the class period, you have three days to turn in makeup work After you finish
makeup, transform it into me by placing it in your shopping cart for the class period Remember to write your name , date and period number in the upper right corner of the task 20 Substitute Teacher If there is a substitute teacher in the room , I expect you to be at your best. Be kind and helpful Remember... how you act reflects not only
on yourself, but me and the school If the substitute leaves a note with your name, you will have consequences! 21 Guest Special Entrance RoomAll Adults are considered special guests: they are here for some reason continue the task, as if there was a break Behavior will still be the best 22 Class Dismissal Teacher slows down, not the
clockNo starts to pack until the teacher says to pick up all the garbage Take all your materials with you Teacher will reject through the tables. 23 Grading Policy Test = 60% Homework, Daily, Classroom Work = 30% Year End Final = 10% 24 Required Materials Pencils (Lead or Wooden) IAN (will remain in class)Colored pencils 25 As
head paper in front (holes will be on the left side), in the upper right corner of the paper write: Name, Date and period Dylan Williams August 27, 2013 5 period 26 RMS Bathroom Policy Students are encouraged to maximize their time throughout the day at school here at RMS. Therefore, it is recommended that students use the toilet at
designated times (between classes or as designated teachers). However, this is not always possible; therefore, students will have the opportunity to go to the toilet in the classroom three times during the semester. After a third toilet break, students will serve in-custody lunch as a result. To ensure the ecuvial, students will be next to their
name in the teacher's toilet log when they need to go to the toilet during class. This does not apply to students who have a medical condition that would create the need for more frequent use of the toilet. 27 If you refuse to comply with the rules and the lesson procedure, there will be consequences. 28 Consequences Warning Lunch
Detention Morning / After stopping schoolAll consequences may result in contact with the parent. 29 Serious misconduct Any student who uses profanity, fights, threatens to harm others, treats others with cruelty, harms school property, teacher's property or others, or is disrespectful (as defined by the teacher) will be immediately sent to
the office. 30 Enjoy your weekend! See ya Monday! 1 Rules and procedures of classMr. Allen's Class Rules and Procedures 2 Student ExpectationsStudents are expected to: Show respect, not only to the teacher, but to the students and any school property they can use. Complete all the work assigned to them. Be responsible for the
work of makeup. Stick to the task during the class period. Be responsible for any damage to the equipment in their possession. 3 Teacher's expectations to be prepared. To return the sewn material in a timely manner. Show kindness and respect to your students. If necessary, work with students on a specific basis. 4 My class is a mobile-
free environment. Mobile phones I see is I hear it I take it my class is a free mobile phone environment. 5 English ClassroomMy class only is a lab environment. Therefore, for your safety and mine, my class is only in English. I need to be able to monitor what's happening in the classroom all the time. Thank you for following this safety
policy. 6 Class behavior rules All materials must be brought to the class. Students are supposed to be in the room until the end of the belated bell. 7 Student class behavior rules will hold hands and feet to each other at all times. Do nothing that prevents me from teaching or anyone from teaching. 8 Consequences of warning to the
student. Depending on the circumstances, more than one warning may be issued. We will contact your parent or guardian. The student will be sent to the office. 9 You have to leave the class without a problem ...... if you are summoned by the officeYou make an early slip of the release. You are on the list of activities. You have a pass to
the lounge room. Use the toilet after 1 30 minutes of classes. You get a pass to the classroom by a teacher. The pass must be worn at all times while in the hall. Failure to do so will result in disciplinary proceedings. You are sick. 10 Computer Lab Rules Do not allowed food, drinks, rubber or candyBefore leaving the lab make sure that the
keyboard, mouse, mouse pad, monitor and chair are in place. 11 Computer lab rules you are responsible for any damage to the workstation. Work quietly and don't disturb others. Printing what is necessary. Do not download anything from the Internet without permission. Do not use a drive that has not been approved. Music CD is not
allowed. 12 Tardies Students who are not in the room when the bell is late. 13 Disciplinary proceedings for Tardies1st two late for class class semester will have no consequences. Assignment options: Each subsequent delay will require the student to serve two (2) hours of D-Hall for the delay or the student I receive. D-Hall must be
operated sometime in the next two (2) scheduled D-Hall days after the twentieth date. D-HALL LOCATION AND D-Hall TIMES will be in the AEP room. Monday – Thursday 3:45 – 5:45 5:45
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